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RESEARCH QUESTION  

 

Is it possible to evaluate a distribution strategy just through economic data? How can a firm 

can properly evaluate its different channels and pivot its distribution mix in a complex multi-

channel distribution system?  

In the current fast-moving and changing economic environment, also the distribution 

channels are experiencing intense changes. These changes lead international companies, such 

as L'Oréal, to rethink their approaches and methods to manage relationships with channels 

and commercial intermediaries.  

This research was motivated by the need to find a complete and accessible evaluation method 

of a complex multi-channel distribution system. Indeed, the evaluation of a multi-channel 

strategy is vital and intricate as every firm has to bargain few challenges such as picturing 

priorities among different channels, formulating strategies, working out conflicts and 

designing the best channel mix. However, before understanding how to evaluate and to 

implement a method, it is necessary to understand the reasons behind the difficulty to design, 

manage and in particular evaluate a multi-channel distribution strategy.  

To design the structure of the distribution channel means to identify flows that must be 

activated to bring together the world of production with that of consumption, the functions to 

be carried out and those that are able to perform those tasks and activities in the most 

effective and efficient way. How can the firm understand if is using the most effective and 

efficient way?  

Different steps compose the construction of a distribution strategy. First of all, it is essential to 

analyze the demand and its buying criteria, in order to understand the multi-channel 

customer’s profile and his or her purchasing process. Secondly, the firm needs to define and 

develop its multi-channel business strategy, considering the risks of conflicts between 

channels. Finally, the firm chooses and designs the channels in which it wants to be present 

and in which it will implement its strategy.  

As in every process, the evaluation has a key role; it is the starting point from which allocation 

of resources takes place; although is it possible to assess channel’s performance by using 

economic indexes? 
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Deciding to evaluate a channel just through the economic performance means that the 

company is assuming that every channel has the same function, the same customers’ base and 

in general similar characteristics.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

The distribution channel is the path that a product follows from the producer to reach the 

sphere of availability of the final consumer.  

Each supplier must deal with distribution decisions: from the analysis of the environment, the 

players that are in the distribution channels and the relationships between them; to get to 

decide the strategies to follow, the channels’ architecture and their management logic. These 

are fundamental decisions for businesses as through distribution channels a product is made 

available in the places, times and ways desired by the end user. Indeed, through the 

intermediary distribution channel it is filled the space-time gap between the world of 

production and that of consumption.  

The distribution channel is now increasingly seen as a relevant asset. Thanks to policies of 

choosing the right channels that a manufacturer can achieve a distinctive competitive 

position, considering that the distribution choices contribute to the differentiation of the 

overall offering proposition compared to competitors, and very often are not so smooth to 

imitate.  

Nowadays companies utilize more than one channel to reach the final customers and each 

channel has different characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. The increase of the 

number of channels used to interact with the customers has become a challenge for 

companies, which have to manage this environment efficiently and adequately.  

“Multi-channel customer management is the design, deployment, coordination, and evaluation 

of channels through which firms and customers interact, with the goal of enhancing customer 

value through effective customer acquisition, retention and development.” (Neslin, et al., 

2006). 

In this work it is presented a customer management based framework which classify five 

tasks for managers in order to develop and implement a successful multi-channel strategy for 

both local and international firms.  
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INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-CHANNEL STRATEGY: DEFINITION, BENEFITS 

AND CONFLICTS 

A multi-channel strategy is a strategy, which allows manufacturers to allocate on the market 

information, products and services, through two, or more channels, separating the 

information flows from the physical ones. To design a multi-channel strategy a firm needs to 

begin from the study of the consumer and in particular the expected utility of a given channel, 

which can provide both information and services. A considerable quantity of contact points 

with the consumer determines a high complexity of management processes: a multi-channel 

strategy is a process that aims to understand, design, coordinate and promote different 

channels, in order to increase over time the value generated from the customer base through 

targeted acquisition, retention and development (Ricotta, 2009).  

 

Below are synthetized the most relevant benefits of a multi-channel strategy (Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Benefits of a multi-channel strategy 

 

Multi-channel policies can offer a crucial support to the acquisition of new customers, 

expanding the customers’ base that is possible to reach; in the meanwhile multiple channels 

also help the firm in the improvement of the customer relationship management through the 
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greater quantity of information that can be collected among the different channels: 

information such as consumer habits are vital in order to push the demand to use the most 

correct channel and to properly and efficiently segment the customer’s base. The information 

collected and the frequency of the contact’s points, allow the manufacturer to direct the 

demand to the best intermediary in the supply chain. Finally, the value of relationship with 

the customer is amplified through the incremental value of the offer generated by the 

increased availability of points of contact with the manufacturer.  

 

Although, a dark side characterizes the multi-channel strategy: the presence of many 

channels, if are not correctly managed, will generate several conflicts, reducing firm’s 

competitive and economic performance, and ruining relationships with customers and 

intermediaries (Castaldo, Grosso, & Premazzi, 2013). Due to these conflicts and the risk of 

cannibalization, frequently firms do not consider to develop and implement a multi-channel 

strategy. However, through a well-developed multi-channel strategy the firm can improve 

customer’s satisfaction and brand’s loyalty. In the following chapters are going to be analyzed the 

steps required to design, develop, implement and evaluate a successful multi-channel strategy, 

which apply both to local and international case. 



CHAPTER 1 - ANALYZE CUSTOMERS IN A MULTI-CHANNEL 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
 
The analysis of the demand and its evaluation criteria is without any doubts essential for 

business enterprises in order to design successful strategies and policies of go-to-market. 

Researches on consumer behaviour have traditionally been confined to the study of the 

decision-making process related to the products or brands’ choices. Limited are the studies 

that take into consideration the channel’s choice and more specifically the point of sale.  

1.1 The multichannel consumer’s profile 

The delineation of a multi-channel consumer’s profile is not elementary due to many factors 

that determine this type of behaviour. Undoubtedly, the multichannel customer is of great 

interest to manufacturers for the fact that he or she produces more revenues and buys greater 

quantity than consumers who make use of only one channel (Wall Street Journal, 2004). Indeed, 

different scholars have generalized that a multi-channel consumer has higher spending level 

than one-channel consumer (Kumar & Venkatesan, 2005): they spend on average 20%-30% 

more than consumer who uses just one channel (Myers, Van Metre, & Pickersgill, 2004). 

Additionally, the multi-channel consumer does not simply have greater spending level and 

purchases larger quantity; he or she also buys with more frequency (Kushwaha & Shankar, 

2005). In fact, it is a category of individuals who often arises as single channel users but as a 

result of repeated contacts with the firm, realizes the higher value achievable through the use 

of a multi-channel solution (Venkatesan, Kumar, & Ravishanker, 2007). Therefore, an aspect 

that premises an attitude to a multi-channel shopping behaviour is the high frequency of use 

of the channel associated with a high level of per capita spending: the heavy user expresses a 

consistent propensity to multi-channel shopping (Gensler, Dekimpe, & Skiera, 2007). In 

addition, the multi-channel consumer is a cross-buyer, which is an individual who is inclined 

to test different products of the same firm (Kumar & Venkatesan, 2005). There is also a 

correlation between tendency to ask for refunds and multi-channel attitude: more repeated 

contacts, even just for a refund, give to the firm the possibility to explain which channel is 

better for each customer’s need, showing the differences among channels. Finally, the multi-

channel customer has the inclination to feed his or her knowledge about products and 
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purchasing’s processes; overall he or she is able to better appreciate the benefits of each 

channel.  

In conclusion the reasons behind the observable correlation between multi-channel attitudes 

and higher total sales level could be due to repeated contacts with the firm and the 

consequently higher exposure to manufacturers’ marketing tools.  

 

Nevertheless, firms cannot neglect risks associated with this type of consumer. First of all, 

lower information costs due to the presence of different channels, makes comparisons 

between different brands and products easier. Multi-channel consumers may consequently 

show less brand loyalty than 'traditional' consumers (Neslin, et al., 2006), looking for more 

affordable commercial offers. A second plausible risk is the increased level of competition due 

to the raise of the coverage level of the distribution chain by all participants (Ricotta, 2009). 

1.2 Customer’s segmentation in a multi-channel environment 

It is well known that to be successful in a globalized and hyper-competitive environment, it is 

necessary to differentiate the firm’s strategy, such as managing consistently the choices 

regarding the marketing mix, accepting the challenges of innovation, knowing how to get new 

customers and retain them with high quality products and services. In this scenario for a 

manufacturing company the government of the distribution leverage is essential.  

 

The mass marketing theories are definitely faded. Undeniably, nowadays is determining the 

ability and capacity to frame strong and constant relationships with customers, with the 

purpose to involve them, get them to interact and create a community of values and interests; 

by customers it is meant both intermediaries and final consumers.  

In this context where the need to differentiate and to engage the customer is essential to 

succeed, a significant challenge and opportunity is a multi-channel distribution, related to 

multi-criteria used by customers for their purchasing decisions. Therefore, in addition to the 

standard model of segmentation, which is becoming more blurred, such as age, lifestyle, and 

disposable income, it is a key element to remember how the consumer now adopts different 

criteria to purchase the same product’s concept. For example if we buy a t-shirt with the 

criterion of sporty cloth or convenient, the same purchase can be done in different channels: 

outlets, department stores, web, franchise chains, and local market. And in each channel the 
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consumer will await particular factors and services according to his or her expectations. The 

same can be said for cosmetic products, which can be found in perfumeries, drug store, 

supermarket, web and so on (Castaldo, Go-to-market, 2010).  

 

Consequently, the first problem a producer encounters in a multichannel environment is how 

to segment customers according to different channel. The first measure that can be easily 

utilized to cluster consumers can be the usage of different channel; however, considering that 

an individual could use a channel for inertia or just for nearness, other criterion are more 

adequate such as channel preferences, responsiveness and growth potential.  

 

It is evident that customers have different channel preferences and react in heterogeneous 

ways to marketing activities; the challenge is to collect these measures and construct a 

calculable and attainable segmentation scheme, which can be extend to every cluster (Neslin 

& Shankar, 2009).  

 

Responsiveness to economic advantage is a significant driver at the base of both the initial 

customer’s choice and the decision to vary from a channel to another, especially in cases of 

high-involvement purchases. In such a condition in fact the need to reduce the perceived risk 

induce the consumer to search for information; due to the high inclination to the research of 

affordability, this information will be mainly focused on pricing, delivery times and so on. 

Moderate levels of sensitivity to economic advantage will push consumers to seek for 

information and to purchase in different channels but not systematically (situational multi-

channel behavior); rather greater price sensitivity will lead to a use of a mix of channels 

(systematic multi-channel behavior) (Ricotta, 2009). 

 

Another variable is the conditioning resulting from previous consumer’s experiences. 

Consumers less easy to be conditioned are less exposed to lock-in process in one channel and 

thus tender to adopt situational multi-channel behavior. While consumers who have deep 

knowledge of a particular channel, will tend to reduce the channels’ mix used. With the 

passage of time, consumers are more aware of the characteristics of the diverse channels and 

in order to maximize the cognitive effort put in place, they will manage to use for a certain 

period the same channel (Thomas & Sullivan, 2005).  
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Based on the shown variables, Keen and al. (2004) segment multi-channel customers in four 

segments:  

 

 “Generalists” – consumers who bear in mind all issues; 

 “Formatters” – consumers with specific channel preferences; 

 “Price sensitive” – consumers who pay attention to price and select the channel 

according to it; 

 “Experiencers” – consumers who base their decisions on previous experiences.  

 

In conclusion, the increasing difficulties that companies are facing are also due to the 

complexity and unpredictability of the multi-channel consumer, emphasized by the 

globalization of the offer and the potential of the Internet. Consequently, nowadays companies 

have to know how to anticipate and catch the multi-criteria purchases of customers and to 

manage the multi-channel distribution, segmenting their customers on variables appropriate 

to their core business (Neslin, et al., 2006).  

1.3 The purchasing process 

Subsequently to the development of commercial enterprises and to the strengthened role of 

the point of sale’s choice other than that of the product, the shopping theories are a new 

exciting face of research on demand’s behaviour. Indeed, consumers often rely on the 

reputation of the point of sale, which guarantees the quality of the product and decreases the 

risk related to the buying process. Therefore, it becomes central to understand the process of 

choice of the point of sale to understand the products’ choice.  

 
The individual hierarchy of preferences of a point of sale or commercial services roots from 

cognitive processes characterized by three elements: 

 

1. Purchase’s motivation; 

2. Collection of information; 

3. Valuation of alternative offer.  
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Purchase’s motivation - Whenever a consumer is buying a product he or she has generally to 

contact a commercial intermediary. Most of the purchases we do take place in shops or 

otherwise through commercial intermediaries, therefore, we are extremely used not to buy 

merely products, but also a combination of goods and services.  

For the analysis of the demand’s behaviour it is therefore not sufficient to simply study the 

consumer, the one who is interested in the choice of goods, but it is essential to consider the 

figure of the purchaser as distinct conceptual unity: the first is the buyer of the goods and the 

second is the buyer of the commercial services (Vicari, 1980). 

 

Collection of information & valuation of alternative offer - Vicari (1980) defines a model that 

distinguishes the process of selecting the product from what concerns the selection of the 

point of sale. Between the two processes there are obviously many interrelationships, 

including: 

 

 The need of commercial services is in most cases derived from that related to the 

purchase of the good, although there may be cases in which the need to purchase 

products emerges during the shopping activity, as for example the impulsive 

purchases; 

 The choice of the point of sale and in particular its assortment affects the set of brands 

evoked by the consumer, that defines the alternatives among which the buyer selects 

the one to buy;  

 The experienced post-purchase’s satisfaction with regard to products is also a 

component of the degree of consumer’s satisfaction towards the commercial services; 

this is a first evidence of the mutual influence that occurs between the products and 

the commercial services.  

 The loyalty gained by industrial and commercial companies surely influences the 

choices of the purchaser with regard to both the goods and commercial services. 

Specifically a significant brand loyalty influences even the judgment of the store, 

causing the consumer to remove from his or her set of choices all those distributors 

that do not offer the brand as part of their assortment. The same type of 

interdependence occurs concerning the store loyalty that impacts on the choice of the 

brand, limiting the selection process to the references included in the set offered.  
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Consumer’s behaviour changes according to the degree of psychological involvement in the 

purchasing process. In case of high-involvement consumers attend to base their evaluation on 

a conscious and thoughtful learning process. This highlights the value and importance of the 

information provided by the point of sale, the sales assistants, the point of purchase’s material 

and the displays present in the store. Greater is the perceived risk; greater is the stress that 

the consumer is willing to carry on. In case of low involvement the purchasing process is very 

simplified and clear, as the consumer uses the direct experience of the good as a fundamental 

source of information for its evaluation (Busacca, 1994).  

 

Among many factors that may influence the psychological involvement the following are 

particularly significant:  

 

 The relevance that the purchaser gives to the specific category;  

 The level of perceived risk;  

 The social visibility of the buying and consuming process;  

 The context of use.  

 

The interest in the category depends especially on subjective elements, which are difficult to 

generalize; such as the practical value, the socio-psychological meaning attributed to it, or the 

emotional value related to the process of consumption. 

The degree of perceived risk is instead directly related to the uncertainty about the outcome of 

the purchasing decision and the chance of possible negative consequences.  

The social visibility of the purchasing and consumption processes has a direct influence on the 

level of psychological involvement, amplifying the risks and the perceived relevance of the 

product. 

The level of psychological involvement is finally influenced by the context of use of the 

product. By varying the context of use may in fact considerably change the motivational, 

perceptive and evaluative systems of the purchaser (Bertozzi & Castaldo, 2000).  

 

For products with high involvement it is reasonable that consumers seek into commercial 

enterprises primarily an informational service that allows reducing the uncertainty of the 
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choice’s process. For the industrial enterprise becomes extremely critical to distribute the 

product in a way that manages to be one of the alternative considered by the consumer, or to 

ensure that it is present in the points of sale visited by the purchaser before he or she 

restrains his or her research process; finally, to get the cooperation of the distributor, so that 

the latter contributes to the information provided by the point of sale to realize the 

positioning strategy designed by the industry (Castaldo, Go-to-market, 2010).  

1.4 Customer’s channel choice  

Having studied the multi-channel consumers’ profile, their segmentation and the purchasing 

process characterized by correlation between product and point of sale, it is crucial to analyse 

the drivers that define which channel the consumer will choose. The six drivers are 

(Nicholson, Clarke, & Blakemore, 2002):   

 

 Marketing efforts – a firm can direct consumer’s choice to a specific channel through 

promotions and different marketing activities (Myers, Van Metre, & Pickersgill, 2004); 

 Channel characteristics – different are the channel characteristics that can affect the 

channel choice, for example ease of use, price, search convenience, information quality, 

service, risk level, purchase effort, speed of purchase, privacy, assortment, security, 

enjoyment and so on;  

 Channel integration – if channels are well integrated and for example the firm allows 

the customer to return a product brought from Channel A, to Channel B, then the 

customer is encouraged to use different channels (Bendoly, Blocher, Bretthauer, 

Krishnan, & Venkataramanan, 2005). 

 Social influence – a customer is pushed to use a channel because individuals similar to 

him or her is using the same channel (Verhoef, Neslin, & Vroomen); 

 Situational factors – a channel can be chosen due to a “situational factor”. These factors 

can be related to physical situation (weather, jam-packing), social situation (shopping 

with other individuals), temporal situation (time, day, urgency of the purchase), 

antecedent state (disposition) and purchase task. Situational factors are diverse from 

channel characteristics, indeed as stated by Belk (1974) situational factors are 

variables “particular to a time and place of observation, which do not follow from a 

knowledge of personal or stimulus attributes”.  
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 Individual differences – according to gender, age, education, income, life-stage a 

customer will prefer a channel to another.  

1.5 Analysis of the cross-channel free-riding consumer behaviour  
 
A cross-channel free-riding behaviour is the attitude to plan a purchase in Channel A and then 

to buy in Channel B. Channel A’s profits are eroded by Channel B’s one. It is a behaviour 

characterized by consumer empowerment, which means that the consumer is able to control 

his or her own choices, having the possibility to increase values and benefits. In the specific 

case of a multi-channel environment, the consumer empowerment is the ability of consumers 

to control over the selection of retailers and channels during the decision-making process. 

The free-riding attitude arises once the manufacturer has not the possibility to put a price on 

intermediaries’ services, such as the information-service, in this case all the information that 

the consumer can get for free are exactly like public goods, since it is accessible to individual 

who purchases and individual who does not (Singley & Williams, 1995). Since the consumer 

can switch from different retailers and channels, in a multi-channel environment there are 

four types of behaviours (Chui, Hsieh, Roan, Tseng, & Hsieh, 2011):  

 

 Cross-channel free-riding; 

 Single-channel free-riding; 

 Cross-channel retention; 

 Single-channel retention.  

 

The cross-channel free-riding consumer is the most interesting typos since it is the greatest 

market-opportunistic and empowered consumer. A consumer boosts the value of a purchase 

through the evaluation of benefits and costs of a product and chooses the one that provides 

the maximum value (Chandon, Wansink, & Laurent, 2000). In a multi-channel environment a 

consumer has to decide in every stages of the purchasing process, which is the channel that 

satisfies the utilitarian and hedonic needs.  

Firstly, it is fundamental to assess the relationship between cross-channel behaviour and free-

riding behaviour. Considering that in a multi-channel environment prices and services are 

different among channels, and most of the time information are free, consumers are able to 

switch channels and retailers. The possibility to change channel can lead to disloyalty regards 
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retailers (Bansal, Taylor, & James, 2005). Consumers with a cross-channel behaviour tend to 

have a free-riding behaviour, more that consumers who have single-channel behaviour.  

There are different needs that induce a consumer to have a cross-channel free-riding 

behaviour, for example the flexibility need regarding shopping time will push consumers to try 

to get their independence concerning time and place of choice, and so they will use different 

channels; or the comparison prices need that will encourage consumers to compare prices 

within channels (Noble, Griffth, & Weinberger, 2005), in order to get the lowest price and to 

reduce the perceived risk; moreover, a consumer looking for variety is easily going to switch 

among different alternatives and in a multi-channel context he or she will change channels to 

have the possibility to buy a wider assortment (Kumar & Venkatesan, 2005); additionally, the 

emotional need for an pleasant shopping experience will lead a consumer to try different 

channels, since the time spent on longer shopping trip does not bother him or her.  

 

In conclusion, the cross-channel free-riding consumer is an opportunistic individual, who 

chooses every time a different channel according to products, promotions and prices. 

Manufacturers need to plan channel-differentiated promotion strategy in order to appeal this 

customer’s segment (Heitz-Spahn, 2013).  

1.6 The Italian multi-channel beauty customer 
 
Due to global crisis the Italian beauty market is dealing with a harsh situation; although, 

nobody is renouncing to beauty products and the new multi-channel beauty customer is 

particularly informed and demanding, ergo producers must work to offer high level of 

products and services.  

 

The beauty market is being exposed to substantial changes of the qualitative and quantitative 

purchasing and consumption processes, and of the distribution chain with the appearance of 

new players. As a result of the abundant number of online video about cosmetic products and 

easily accessible information, the beauty customer is increasingly educated and well informed 

on the subject; he or she often enters the point of sale more trained than shop assistants are. 

This new environment is naturally changing the strategies producers need to follow. Firstly, it 

has changed the weight of every sales channel, and producers have modified their 

distribution, communication and management polices.  An example is the trend to manage 
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beauty products more and more as fashion products, with limited editions and collections, 

and to manage the brand image even on the point of sale.  

 

The new consumers are more critical and with higher expectations on product’s quality and 

service. They are well informed about the differences between channels and points of sales, 

therefore, from time to time they choose the most relevant and proper solution, in order to 

satisfy their needs. According to every circumstance, the multi-channel consumer looks for 

personalized service, convenient price, wide assortment, or exclusivity: the multi-channel 

consumer is unfaithful and multi-brand. Taking into account the beauty market, we can see 

that since it has become very similar to the fashion business, commonly the consumer places 

together expensive and selective cosmetic products, with cheaper products. Consumers are 

not anymore loyal to one channel and buy more frequently products with different prices 

level (Airoldi & Lojacono, 2014).  



CHAPTER 2 - DEVELOP MULTICHANNEL STRATEGY 
 
Managing different channels and their sales networks means to take into account not just the 

specific characteristics and competitive models of the industry, but also to consider risks of 

conflicts between channels. The manufacturer has now lost the influencing power it had in the 

past, while the distributor is closer to the consumers, raising its contractual power. 

Consequently, between the manufacturer and its retailers usually originates a clash on gross 

profits due to the price guaranteed to the public, developing negotiations on quotas to ensure 

the sell-out.   

The modern distributor is nowadays paying attention to the suppliers’ performance to ensure 

the quality of industrial processes, support the retail marketing and develop consumer’s 

loyalty. Finally, current intermediary companies are increasingly using sophisticated criteria 

of business management, with several indicators such as:  

 

 Product profitability index; 

 Balanced scorecard; 

 Turnover ratios; 

 Financial flows.  

 

Beyond differences of interest, industry and distribution have two distinct but 

complementary jobs; it is therefore necessary that the producer, which aims to sell in multiple 

channels, takes in consideration opportunities for partnership, being aware of interest’s 

differences and so designing different sales plan for each channel. In order to acquire the 

differential advantage through the distribution strategy, the manufacturer needs to achieve 

the channel position, which is “the reputation a manufacturer acquires among distributors for 

furnishing products, services, financial returns, programs, and systems that are in some way 

superior to those offered by competing manufacturers” (Narus & Anderson, 1988).  

2.1 The three factors to define the distribution policy  

Decisions on the distribution policy take effect for a certain period of time and cannot be 

modified quickly. The most important decisions of this type are those relating to: 
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 The number and type of intermediaries; 

 The choice between push or pull policy;  

 The selection and management of the distribution chain members. 

2.1.1 Number and type of intermediaries 

As for the number and type of intermediaries, we can distinguish three types of distribution 

policy:  

 

 Intensive sale – many channel members; 

 Selective sale – relatively few members; 

 Exclusive sale – one member. 

 

The intensive sale is when the company tries to sell its products in every possible retail 

stores, in this case the aim of the manufacturer is to supply goods to any commercial 

intermediaries that requests them. The objective is the achievement of high levels of coverage, 

and through this, the achievement of an important share of the available market. 

The intensive sale is usually used for mass products, whose buying process is quite simple 

and banal; however, there are some disadvantages, first of all the complexity for the producer 

to manage the conflict that arises from the use of a plurality of channels.  

The selective sale is when the company selects the intermediaries in which it intends to sell 

its products. The main reason underlying that choice lies in the need to use special 

distributors for the technical expertise required, the status quo, the location and so on. This 

sale policy improves the image of the manufacturer, ensuring that its products are sold in 

specific points of sale, also for this reason it is usually chosen in case of durable good. 

Finally, the exclusive sale represents an extreme form of selective sale, since implies the 

choice of few intermediaries, which are the only one to receive the goods in a given area of 

sale. Usually exclusive sale implies a reciprocal obligation of non-competition between 

producers and commercial intermediaries.  

2.1.2 Push policy vs. Pull policy 

A second fundamental choice regarding distribution channels is the role to assign to 

intermediaries in the marketing mix:  
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 Push policy; 

 Pull policy. 

 

The push policy is characterized by a significant role given to intermediaries, which are asked 

to "push" the product through the distribution channel. To make this happen it is necessary 

on one hand that the consumer trusts the intermediary and that at the moment of the 

purchase he or she has not yet decided the brand; on the other hand that the retailer is 

properly incentivized to push that particular product through adequate commercial margins 

or through its involvement in promotion and marketing actions.  

A pull policy is instead characterized by the critical role assigned to advertising and the 

supplier. To the retailer is given less importance, while the supplier promotes the choice of 

the product through its marketing tools.  

 

2.1.3 Selection and management of the distribution chain members 

Finally, it remains the choice of the members of the distribution chain; the variety of 

consumers’ behaviours has encouraged the emergence of different alternatives of distribution 

solution from which the producers may choose. Diverse are the circumstances in which 

approaching different channels and following a multi-channel strategy is likely to be 

successful.  

Firstly, more diverse are consumers’ needs in terms of specific products’ characteristics, the 

greater is the probability of success of a multi-channel strategy. With customized products 

distributor must work actively alongside the manufacturer to introduce changes in order to 

make the product as much as possible compatible with the demand and consumers’ needs 

(Anderson & Gatignon, 1986).  

 

Secondly, more is the importance given to the access to information about the final consumer, 

the greater the likelihood of success of a multi-channel distribution. A multi-channel 

environment is an important and constant information source and it is useful to evaluate the 

consumers’ needs and to get to know rapidly their variations (Harrigan, 1984).  
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Furthermore, more different are the capabilities of producers and intermediaries, the greater 

the likelihood of success of a multi-channel distribution policy. As a matter of fact, the 

presence in the market of companies with critical different capabilities is one of the factors, 

which most affects the trend of the market. Moreover, due to the fact that products have a 

different life cycle, a strategy that is successful just in a stage, it is going to be meaningless in 

another stage. A multichannel logic gives the possibility to be efficient in the whole life cycle 

of a product.  

 

Next, more important is for the producer to cooperate with the distribution for the 

development of new products, processes and other activities, greater the likelihood of success 

of a multi-channel distribution.  

 

Members of the distribution chain can be distinguished in: 

 

 Direct channel; 

 Short channel; 

 Long channel.  

 

The direct channel is the distribution of products through own shops, door-to-door, mail or 

over the Internet. Producers who contact systematically and directly retailers characterize the 

short channel. The long channel, instead, is characterized by a complex distribution chain, 

which has the advantage to contain investments and risks, nevertheless is characterized by 

the inability to have direct control of the market share (Castaldo, Go-to-market, 2010).  

 

Three are the main drivers that push a company through a differentiation of channels and that 

will influence the management of the distribution chain: 

 Efficiency – the multichannel strategy has the goal to reduce costs and to improve 

efficiency; 

 Segmentation – using different channel to segment customers, for example Customer 

A uses Channel A and Customer B Channel B; 

 Customer satisfaction – different channel to fulfill different customers’ needs, giving 
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them the possibility to choose among various channels, at the same time offering 

integration. Related to this driver there is also the loyalty’s issue; finding the same 

brand in different channels intensifies customer’s loyalty.  

In conclusion, a multichannel strategy is a true potential source of competitive advantage and 

a good distribution policy can be an efficient limitation and restriction for competitors (Neslin 

& Shankar, 2009).  

2.2 Finding the optimal channel mix to reach a sustainable competitive advantage  

Having decided the distribution policy, the manufacturer needs to focus on the channel mix or 

channel portfolio, which can assure access to a range of customer segments (Johnson & Selnes, 

2004). The optimal channel mix differs according to diverse industries and firms, therefore, it 

is essential the creation of synergy across channels: one channel strengthens the efficacy and 

efficiency of another channel.  In order to create synergy, the firm necessities to well allocate 

distribution tasks among channels, with the purpose to amplify collaboration.  

 

The actual global competitive environment is making very demanding for manufacturers to 

create sustainable competitive advantage through product differentiation or very aggressive 

price policies. In consequence, a successful multi-channel strategy can be a distinctive 

competitive advantage, since it is really intricate for competitors to duplicate it due to its long-

term commitment and high investments (Rosenbloom , 2006). It is fundamental to reflect upon 

the customer experience as a journey, with the aim to satisfy customer needs through the 

entire life cycle of the product; moreover the firm has to create an additive effect through 

synergy, in a manner that the sum of channels’ performances is greater than the performances 

of every channels taken separately; the additive synergy can be reached pre-purchase, during 

the purchasing process or post-purchase. Finally, a sustainable competitive advantage is 

reached if the manufacturer communicates just one brand among the different channels: 

consumers expect consistency across channels (Weinberg, Parise, & Guinan, 2007).  

2.3 Multi-channel distribution in the beauty market. The Italian case.  

The distribution of personal care goods has a high articulation due to the complexity and wide 

variety of models of consumption and purchasing that characterized the consumers of the 

cosmetic industry.  
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Indeed, cosmetic products satisfy not only material needs but also psychological and social 

ones, responding to the growing importance associated to personal care. In general, four 

channels are used to distribute cosmetic products and perfumery products:  

 

 Selective distribution outside the pharmacy; 

 Pharmacies; 

 Retailers such as supermarket chains; 

 Direct sales to the public. 

 

The selective distribution outside the pharmacy is usually adopted by producers of known 

beauty products and has the objective to ensure the prestige of the brand. The selective 

distribution assumes the selection of a limited number of points of sale. The producer can 

follow two strategies: integrating vertically creating own shops; or selecting the vendors by 

limiting the number and realizing integration through the concession contract. A second 

option is to distribute products through the pharmacy channel, with the aim to inspire trust 

and reliability. Instead, the products distributed in supermarkets tend to be mass products, so 

the goal of the producers in this case is to place their products in as many shops as possible. 

The latter case consists in the vertically integration, in which the distribution of the products 

to the final consumers is burden by the producer.  

 

The Italian distribution chain is very diverse, characterized by many points of sale: the 

perfumery, where the customer can find wide assortment and high quality service; 

supermarkets, where the price are lower; pharmacies, which respond to the need of 

reliability; mono-brand shops, where the customer can be surrounded by the value of the 

brand; herbalists, which offer green products; online shops and door-to-door sales, which 

bring the product directly in the customer’s house; beauticians center and hairdressers, 

where consumer can buy products to continue the treatment home.  

 

Even though the most used channel for cosmetic products are the perfumeries, it is 

interesting to analyze two type of channel, which are having success in the Italian market: 

drugstores and mono-brand shops (Airoldi & Lojacono, 2014). 
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Drugstores 

Drugstores are shops, characterized by free-service, where customers can purchase 

household and personal care goods. The main feature is the broad assortment, completed 

with advantageous price policies and promotions, widely communicated with websites and 

fliers. The assortment is composed by low-medium price level products. These drugstores 

belong to large mono-teaches chains, which have high bargaining power with manufacturers. 

In Italy there are approximately 3.000 drugstores and it is a concentrated market: few chains 

generate the majority of sales, such as Acqua&Sapone, CAD Bellezza & Igiene, IperSoap and 

Tigotà. The success of these chains lies in the cooperation and collaboration with the mass 

market products’ manufacturers: it is not uncommon that their points sale, in particular 

Acqua&Sapone’s one, are used to test the launch of a product or of an innovative marketing 

project. Moreover, as well as a very aggressive price policy, they employ other methods in 

order to boost sales and customers’ loyalty, through gifts, gadgets and prizes. Acqua&Sapone 

is distinctive from other chains also thanks to the intensive television advertising campaigns, 

to a targeted use of the website with specialized recommendations, web-shop windows and 

online promotions.  

 

Mono-brand shops 

Mono-brand shops are a new phenomenon rapidly expanding in the Italian distribution 

scenario. Through this channel manufacturers directly sell their products without any 

intermediaries, having the straight control on their offered products and service.  

Firms have the chance to have a close and direct contact with the customer, collecting advices 

and opinions, in order to offer products and services more in harmony with the demand’s 

needs.  

 

This type of shops are usually located in medium-large cities, therefore, considering the 

Italian territorial characteristics and the large number of small cities, manufacturers need to 

follow a multi-channel strategy with the objective to offer the products to more possible 

consumers. Indeed, manufacturers commonly place side-by-side mono-brand shops with 

perfumeries, direct sales, online shops, and so on.  

A successful example of mono-brand shops accompanied by a multi-channel strategy is Kiehl’s 

case. Kiehl’s mainly sells the products of three categories characterized by natural 
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ingredients: skincare, hair care and body care. Customers can buy their products in their 

mono-brand shops, department stores, selective perfumeries, and online shop. The mono-

brand shops have different objective than the other channels used by the firm: the key aim is 

to make customers gasp brand’s values and give advice targeted to skin/hair type; every 

customer is exposed to a test to understand the individual skin/hair characteristics, the sales 

staff proposes the most suitable treatment and routine to follow, illustrating in detail all the 

ingredients of products (Kiehl's, 2016).  

2.4 Conclusion 

To synthetize, defining the distribution policy is a process that can be divided in four main 

steps: 

 

1. The choice of the distribution channels - the optimal combination of commercial 

facilities through which the product will arrive to the final consumer; for example the 

length of the channel, the type of intermediaries and their functions.  

The intermediaries can follow a push policy or a pull policy: in the first case the 

intermediaries have a relevant role since it’s their task to push the product through the 

channel; in the second case the producers leave to the intermediaries less power, and 

the product is pushed by the manufacturers, through different means, for example 

advertising. The choice of the channel relies on the characteristics of the product and 

on the structure of the distribution chain.  

2. The identification of the market coverage degree - the number of retailers, which 

the company wants to involve, their characteristics and their geographical distribution.  

3. The organization and management of the sales network - the most appropriate 

way to use the combination of commercial structures that has been chosen; which 

means to develop criteria and procedures to get collaboration among the actors of the 

channel and to minimize possible conflicts.  

4. The finding and management of deposits and stocks - the minimization of 

transportation costs and warehousing.  
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The distribution policy is the combination of these choices and aims to meet the specific 

expectations of demand about place and time of purchase. To meet the needs of the demand, 

the producers have three main objectives: 

 

1. The containment of the overall cost of the distribution service; 

2. The improvement of the service, in terms of performance and image; 

3. The achievement of a sufficient degree of control over the final demand, which allow 

the producer to assume a position of strength in relation to other actors of the channel.  

 

The producer will try to take advantage of the distribution policy and the marketing mix tool 

to obtain a position of control compared to other players of the distribution chain.  

The distribution policy is fundamental for the achievement of the desired market share, not 

forgetting to maximize margins made by each channel.  

 

The scrupulous choice of the channel influences also other commercial decisions such as the 

price, the promotional plan and so on, for example the minimization of distribution’s costs 

influences the price, which in turn influences the demand and the selling volume.  

 

The choice regarding the channel and its management cannot be generalized; there isn’t a 

distribution policy, which is superior to another, everything has to be calibrated considering 

the operational conditions. The selection of different channels has to be organically seen in 

the larger theme of marketing policies. In fact, the choices of distribution policy require 

strategic decisions for the company and affect its function. They take place to the marketing 

mix strategy of a company and affect the business for a certain period of time (Castaldo, Go-to-

market, 2010).  

 



CHAPTER 3 - DESIGN THE CHANNEL 

 

Having defined the multi-channel strategy that the firm wants to follow and its factors, the 

manufacturer has to determine in which specific channel wants to be present and its features. 

While taking this decision the producer must take into account the effects that one channel 

has on the sales of another channel, in order to pivot cannibalization into channel synergy.  

3.1 Channel’s function  

The decisions related to channel design and therefore to prevent cannibalization can be split 

into different phases, the first step to avoid cannibalization is to decide what function every 

channel has, and so which customers’ need have to satisfy.  

One-way to classify channel’s function is the life-cycle stage in which the consumer is in: 

different are the services that a company needs to offer to get new consumers or retain them. 

A multichannel strategy in the acquisition stage could lead to reach a larger base of 

customers; while in order to develop and retain them it is more appropriate a one-channel 

strategy having the possibility to converge all the resources in one place (Neslin & Shankar, 

2009). 

Associated with the different functions a channel can undertake, arises a concern on how to 

manage “research shopping”, which is the phenomenon of a consumer who research 

information in one channel, and buy in another channel (Verhoef, Neslin, & Vroomen).  

The consumer can have three different behaviors (Figure 3):  

CHANNELS SEARCHED CHANNEL OF PURCHASE SHOPPER TYPE 

Channel A of Firm 1 Channel B of Firm 2 Competitive research-shopper 

Channel A of Firm 1 Channel B of Firm 1 Loyal research-shopper 

Channel A of Firm 1 Channel A of Firm 1 One-stop shopper 

Figure 3. Shopper typos 
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In the table above are shown two type of research-shoppers, the competitive research-shopper, 

who researches information from Firm 1 in Channel A, yet decides to buy from Firm 2 in 

Channel B; and the loyal research-shopper, who pursues information and buys from Firm 1, 

but in two different channels.  

Three factors motivate research-shopping behavior: 

 Features differences among different channels which make one channel more suitable 

to grant information than another; 

 The ability of a channel to lock-in the customer; 

 Cross-channel synergy, which means that one channel, increases sales and 

effectiveness of another channel of the same firm.  

Many others could be channel’s tasks such as the assurance of stock storage, the possibility to 

try the product, the satisfaction of specific transport’s needs or warranty and repair’s needs, 

the presence of certain returns’ policies, the promise of technical help, and so on.  

3.2 Channel structures  

In order to achieve the objectives and the functions that every channel has, the manufacturer 

needs to define the different distribution channel structures. Three are the criteria:  

 

1. Channel length and intensity; 

2. Selling technique customized to each intermediary; 

3. Organizational procedures among channel’s members.  

   

The Length of the channel and its intensity 

The length of the channel depends on the number of institutions that acts as intermediaries 

between manufacturer and consumer. A short channel is a channel with a low number of 

actors, while a long channel is a channel with a high number of players. The numbers of 

players can vary from two levels to five levels.  

The direct channel is characterized by direct contacts between producer and consumer. The 

ownership of the property is directly transferred from the producer to the final consumer. 

This type of channel is proper if the number of customers is reduced, and the purchase is not 
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repeated. The shorter is the channel; the lowest is its cost. Syntheses of possible channel’s 

length are showed in Figure 4.  

 

DIRECT CHANNEL OR SHORT-CHANNEL 

 

CHANNEL WITH ONE INTERMEDIARY 

 

 

CHANNEL WITH TWO INTERMEDIARIES 

 

CHANNEL WITH THREE INTERMEDIARIES 

 

Figure 4. Channel’s length  

As shown in Chapter 2 according to the numbers of intermediaries at each level of the 

distribution chain, we can point out three different channel’s categories: intensive, selective 

and exclusive (Rosenbloom, 2004).  
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Selling techniques 

With every intermediary the producer has to use different selling techniques, thus the point of 

sale can be classified by the selling technique used. The problem is that a point of sale could 

buy the same product from different vertical supply method. In conclusion, this classification 

criterion does not consider how the channel is structured, but simply the way a supplier 

furnishes the consumers.  

 

Organizational procedure among channel’s members 

Various channels are characterized by the absence of formalization between players, on the 

other side there are channels well organized in which an actor strives to build stronger 

relationships.  

The organized channel can be:  

 

 Administered: a participant has a certain power to guide the decisions of other 

members; 

 Contracted: the members of the channel try to give a formalization through contractual 

instruments; 

 Integrated: when an institution is responsible for all the stages of the distribution.  

 

Organized channels allow to reduce costs and to increase profitability. Based on the 

organization of the channel, we can define different type of distribution channel. 

 

Traditional channel 

Traditional distribution channel are characterized by the presence of different independent 

organizations, which separately adopt trade policies.  

Every organization will direct its actions with the aim to reach its objectives; consequently 

there is a decentralization of the decision-process and high possibility of conflicts.  

 

Administered channel 

Administered channel tend to arise under the initiative of manufacturers, which need to 

coordinate activities in the distribution process in order to avoid costs related to 

disorganization and to realize more profits.  
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Different actors can administer the channel: 

 

 The producer: it usually happens when the producer is a well-known company with 

a recognized brand, which can claim high customer’s fidelity.  

 The wholesaler: it buys extensive quantity of products from the producer at a lower 

price, having the possibility to apply better prices to the final consumer or to get 

higher margins.  

 The retailer: given the ever growing power of the chain stores, they can decide 

different aspects of the distribution process and products such as specific 

characteristics of the product, delivery methods, prices and so on.  

 

Contracted channel 

These channels arise to work on the limits and conflicts of the administered channel, which 

are just based on hierarchic relationships, often unstable. A contracted channel is an 

administered channel with rules and contracts that regulate the channel distribution.  

 

Integrated channel 

In an integrated channel there is just one player who will take care of all the stages from the 

production to the sale. Different are the reasons that push a producer to decide to take care of 

the entire distribution process:  

 

 Economies of scale; 

 Total control over all the activities of the channel and thereby possibility to 

increase barriers to entry.  

 
In conclusion, the choice of the channel is conditioned by several factors, which can be 

synthetized in three macro-categories: 

 

1. Characteristic of the good: such as perishability, value, degree of need, consumer 

habits. 
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2. Production structure: degree of concentration, location of the production, and breadth 

of range.  

3. Structure of retail: number of retailers, their size and location (Guatri, Vicari, & Fiocca, 

1999). 

 

Considering all these factors, the producer can decide the channel through different criteria: 

 

 Economic criteria: the producer prefers the channel which has low costs in relation 

to sales volume; 

 Control criteria: the producer selects the channel in which it can control the 

marketing policies.  

 Flexibility criteria: the producer chooses a channel that can easily and quickly 

bears demand’s variation.  



CHAPTER 4 - IMPLEMENTATION OF A MULTI-CHANNEL STRATEGY AND 
ITS RISKS 
 

A multichannel strategy is for producers of consumer goods an opportunity to get in touch 

more time with the final customers. Although it is necessary due to the demand and 

competition’s characteristics, using different channels can flow into cannibalization. 

This conflict is able to drastically reduce manufacturer’s performances and it is also able to 

reduce satisfaction of all the players present in the distribution chain. The majority of scholars 

have explained the correlation between conflict and performance as a linear relation Figure 5: 

increasing conflicts brings to reduction of channels’ performance.  

 

 

Figure 5. Linear correlation between conflict and performance 

 
On the contrary, empirical studies have shown a positive correlation between conflicts and 

performance until a precise level; thereupon the correlation changes into negative (Figure 6) 

(Lusch, 1976).  
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Figure 6. Positive correlation between conflicts and performance 

 

In this context the conflict from a dysfunctional role assumes a functional role and the 

manufacturer needs to manage and limit it until a certain level, it is not necessary and 

desirable to completely remove it, in order to exploit the healthy and challenging competition 

to improve distribution chain’s performance.  

Raising the functional conflict level the firm can change the relationship between conflict and 

performance from the one presented in Figure 7 to the one presented in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 7. Raising the functional conflict level 

 

4.1 Competitive situations 

Different distribution channels have the aim to satisfy different consumer’s habits, but usually 

the assortment and the offered service are similar. Therefore, it generates a conflict between 

forms of distribution unspecialized and specialized ones, very small and independent actors 

threatened by the giant retails, such as supermarkets chains.  

 

Crossing the two variables “assortment’s overlap” and “service’s overlap” can occur four 

competitive situations, synthetized in Figure 8.  
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HIGH 

+ 
ASSORTMENT’S OVERLAP 

LOW 

- 

SERVICE’S OVERLAP HEAD ON COMPETITION MARKET SEGMENTATION 

LOW 

- 
FREE RIDERSHIP LOSS LEADERSHIP 

Figure 8. Competitive situations 

 
HEAD ON COMPETITION (high assortment’s overlap, high service’s overlap) 

 

This is the fiercer competitive case and generally the competition is based on the price. 

Specialized retailers cannot differentiate their offer through the service, thus they develop 

highly aggressive price policies.  

 

FREE RIDERSHIP (high assortment’s overlap, low service’s overlap) 

This is the case in which the unspecialized retailer has an aggressive price policy, while the 

specialized retailer offers high services. The final consumer will look for information from the 

specialized retailer; nevertheless he or she will probably buy the product from the 

unspecialized retailer due to lowest prices.  

 

LOSS LEADERSHIP (low assortment’s overlap, low service’s overlap) 

 

In this case supermarkets include in their assortment below cost products, which have the 

aim to attract customers. The specialized retailer can dereference these products from its 

assortment or monitor their prices and consequently adjust to them.  

 

MARKET SEGMENTATION (low assortment’s overlap, high service’s overlap) 

The specialized retailer proposes a deeper assortment comparing to supermarket or a higher 

range. 
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From what has been said it is very clear that the issue of multi-channel approach is closely 

linked to that of horizontal conflicts between different channels and vertical conflicts between 

producers and distributors.  

4.2 Expenditures across channels and allocating resources 

Implementing a multichannel strategy can lead to efficiency and effectiveness of all the 

marketing resources in three different ways: 

 Economies of scale – working in different channels has the advantage to reduce the 

marginal cost of marketing expenditures;  

 Economies of scope – marketing costs are divided among the different channels; 

 Coordinated marketing programs – such as cross-channel promotions.  

Analyzing the last case, a basic element of the implementation of the strategy is to determine 

the organization structure, coordinated or independent. A company can manage each channel 

through an independent department, basically due to the fact that each channel demands 

different expertise and skills, for example perfumeries requires more attention to quality 

service and products, while supermarket chains pay more attention to prices. On the other 

hand, a completely coordinated structure can lead to less expenditure, but ignoring the 

specific needs of each channel.  

We can without doubts say that absence of coordination drives to not completely efficient 

choices. Following a mathematical explanation illustrated by Neslin and Shankar (2009):  

Hp. 1 – The firm sells within two channels: CA and CB; 

Hp. 2 – Marketing expenditure in Ci is ei, and affects sales in both Ci (Si) and Cj (Sj). These 

effects are captured by i and j; 

Hp. 3 - j > 0, it means that expenditures in Ci (ei) has effect on sales of Cj (Sj) and cannibalize 

them; 

Hp. 4 – Pi = Pj, the product’s price is the same in Ci and Cj.  

If we assume decreasing return to marketing expenditures, we can write Sales and Profits as 
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follow:  

(1) 𝑆𝐴 =  𝛼𝐴 +  𝛽𝐴√𝑒𝐴 −  𝛾𝐵√𝑒𝐵  

 

(2) 𝑆𝐵 =  𝛼𝐵 + 𝛽𝐵√𝑒𝐵 −  𝛾𝐴√𝑒𝐴   

 

(3) 𝜋𝐴 = 𝑃𝑆𝐴 − 𝑒𝐴 

 

(4) 𝜋𝐵 = 𝑃𝑆𝐵 −  𝑒𝐵 

 

SCENARIO 1 – The firm manages Channel A and Channel B as two independent businesses 

Separate optimization yields to the resulting marketing expenditures: 

 

(5a) 𝑒𝐴
∗ =  (

𝑃𝛽𝐴

2
)

2

 

 

(5b) 𝑒𝐵
∗ =  (

𝑃𝛽𝐵

2
)

2

 

 

SCENARIO 2 – The firm manages Channel A and Channel B as integrated businesses 

Joint optimization yields to the resulting marketing expenditures: 
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(6a) 𝑒𝐴
∗ =  (

𝑃(𝛽𝐴−𝛾𝐴)

2
)

2

 

 

(6b) 𝑒𝐵
∗ =  (

𝑃(𝛽𝐵−𝛾𝐵)

2
)

2

 

 

As we can see integrated businesses reduce marketing expenditures.  

The authors then replace (5) and (6) into (1) with (4) in order to calculate total profits of 

integrated businesses and total profits of independent businesses. Subsequently, subtracting 

their differences, it generates: 

 

(7) 𝜋𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜋𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
𝑃2

2
 (

𝛾𝐴
2

2
+ 

𝛾𝐵
2

2
)  ≥ 0  

 

 

The above equation demonstrates that integrated marketing expenditures causes greater 

profits than channels managed independently.  

Hypothesis 3 assumes j > 0, therefore the presence of cannibalization between the two 

channels. In cases of negative elasticity, it means that there is synergy between channels, 

therefore (5) and (6) indicate that independent channel under-spend ignoring that their 

expenditures can benefit the other channel (Neslin & Shankar, 2009).  

 

During the implementation of a multi-channel strategy the firm needs to decide how to 

allocate its resources across the different channels. Related to that, scholars have underlined 

that the value of a customer varies according to the channel used to acquire him or her 

(Verhoef & Donkers, 2005). Indeed, the customer’s retention, the cross-buying attitude and in 

general his or her buying behaviour depends on which channel was used to acquired him or her. 

Moreover, customers’ acquisition costs differ among channels. All these considerations can be 

synthetized in an optimization model, in order to maxize profit properly allocating the acquisition 

budget (Villanueva, Yoo, & Hanssens, 2003).  
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Considering that: 

XA is the amount spent in order to acquire customers in channel A; 

MA the contribution per customer acquired through channel A; 

CA the number of customers acquired through channel A; 

B is the acquisition budget.  

The optimization of the profit function is: 

 

 

(1) 𝑀𝐴𝑋𝜋𝑥𝐴
= ∑ 𝑚𝐴𝑐𝐴(𝑥𝐴)𝐴 − 𝐵 

 

 

This means that in order to maximize profits XA must be accurately appointed among channels. 

The profit is the result of the contribution per customer acquired through channel A (MA ) per the 

number of customers acquired through channel A (CA).  

Instead, the function below shows the number of customers acquired through channel A; it 

explicates how many customers can the firm acquire through a specific acquisition expenditure 

budget.  

 

 

(2) 𝑐𝐴 = 𝛼𝐴 + (𝑠𝐴 − 𝛼𝐴)(1 − 𝑒−𝛽𝐴𝑥𝐴) 

 

 

Finally, the equation (3) shows the budget constraint: 

  

 

(3)  ∑ 𝑥𝐴 = 𝐵𝐴  

 

 

Villanueva, Yoo and Hanssens (2006) demonstrated that decisions related to budget 

allocation vary consequently to the contribution per customer of a specific channel and the 

acquisition costs. 
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4.3 Risks of a multi-channel strategy and solutions 

Subsequently to the overlap between channels, conflicts may potentially arise; they presence 

can negatively impact the economic performance of the different channels. Many scholars 

have proposed a negative relationship between conflict and performance, implying that the 

growth of the conflict decreases proportionally the channel performance. Other scholars 

however have shown the existence of a limit point: the correlation between conflict and 

performance is positive until it is reached a level of conflict such that the relationship 

becomes negative (Lusch, 1976). The conflict between channels thus assumes a functional role, 

specifically it has the goal to stimulate a healthy competition between the various players. 

Manufacturers therefore do not need to totally remove the sources of conflict, but to manage 

it in the most optimal way. 

It is possible to identify four forms of conflict: 

 Cannibalization of sales between channels; 

 Under-utilization of resources; 

 Inhomogeneity of the products’ prices placed in different channels; 

 Asynchrony of brand communication due to the use of different brand for channel 

types.  

These conflicts might undermine the achievement of two priority goals of the multichannel 

management: 

 To make consistent the experience of the consumer's interaction with different 

channels; 

 To centralize all the information collected from the different channels for the creation 

of the customer database and development of customers’ relationships.  

In order to minimize these conflicts, the firm must analyze the problem from a marketing and 

organizational prospective. From a marketing perspective it is fundamental to identify all the 

possible inconsistencies among the marketing tools used in the different channels and to 

obtain a high level of integration. There are two integration modes: 

 Total synchronization between the phases of the buying process (Degeratu, 
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Rangaswamy, & Jianan, 2000): a situation in which each channel offers the same 

proposition with similar format. The information and the layout will tend to be the 

same despite which channel is used. Thus, the firm will not propose different versions 

of products between channels, homogenizing the prices charged by the various online 

and offline channels. 

 Total asynchrony (Zettelmeyer, 2000): a policy that tends to achieve a low level of 

integration between products and services offered by the different channels. 

Between these two cases, there are different options of integration, summarized in the Figure 

9 below. Contexts characterized by new channel or market, suggest the adoption of highly 

integrated approaches.  

New Current MARKETS New 

CHANNELS Integrated channels, physical 
and digital 

Diversified channels for 
markets and segments 

Current Multi-channels with focus on 
coverage 

Integrated channels, physical 
and digital 

Figure 9. Four options of integration  

 
A strategy, which is successful from a communication’s point of view: growing degrees of 

synchrony between channels, turn into more consumers’ reassurance (Berger, Lee, & 

Weinberg, 2006). Indeed, in a circumstance characterized by new market or channel, the firm 

can exploit the reputational and relational capital accumulated previously. This is the case of a 

firm, which has a well-known brand and finds favorable and efficient to develop high 

synchronization among channels. On the contrary, firms with a wide portfolio of brands and 

products, which are customized for different clusters of customers, assume that is more 

adequate to keep every channels adequately separated. An almost total asynchrony should be 

sought in case of complete new market and channel, or both current market and channel. In 

the first case, a new market requires a new channel’s format; while in the second case a multi-

channel strategy is finalized to a complete coverage of the distribution chain (Ricotta, 2009). 

In the implementation of a multichannel strategy it is not lacking the issue related to the 

coordination of products and prices among channels. The dilemma is if the company should 
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sell identical products in different channels and at which price. If the company follows a 

segmentation strategy and consumers are clustered by their responsiveness, and Channel A’s 

consumers are less price-sensitive than Channel B’s ones; then the company can sell the same 

products in both channels and with higher prices in Channel A. The reason behind the higher 

price could be better services or better merchandise. However, it is highly hazardous and 

confusing to apply different prices to same products, leading to cannibalization between 

channels (Neslin & Shankar, 2009).  

Product differentiation 

Considering what said above and the free-riding phenomenon explained in Chapter 1.5, with 

the aim to avoid cannibalization among channels, the manufacturer could follow a product 

differentiation strategy. The consumer will not have the possibility to easily compare 

products, reducing conflicts related to price differences. A manufacturer has different ways to 

differentiate its products: 

 Managing different brand for every channel: surely even if the brands are different, the 

firm needs to differentiate some features of the product; 

 Differentiation can be fulfilled through different types, colors or configurations of the 

same model. It is possible to avoid conflicts through this type of differentiation just if 

the features are relevant for the consumer;  

 Changing the external features of a product such as packaging or format; 

 Offering associated services to the product such as delivery, installation and assistance.  

Considerable differentiations, if well communicated, will reduce the probability of products’ 

overlap and consequently the possibility of conflicts and cannibalization among channels. 

Depending on the differentiation type chosen, there could arise some inefficiencies due to the 

lack of commercial synergies; for example: if the firm decides to differentiate through brand 

differentiation, communication expenditures will not be split among different channels. 

Therefore, firms can take into account the possibility to differentiate through commercial 

services.  

Commercial services differentiation 
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The commercial services offered by each channel can be very diverse, satisfying different 

customer’s needs.  

Considering the five-business formula that can be used by a manufacturer, various are the 

commercial services offered, synthetized in the Figures below.  

Small non-specialized stores 

 

The main characteristics of the small non-specialized store format is the proximity to 

consumer, it is usually positioned in the district where the consumer lives.  

Small-specialized stores 

 

Between the small-specialized store and the consumers is endowed a solid and intense 

relationship based on informative services: the consumer trusts the small-specialized store, 

which provides all the information needed and has substantial knowledge of the products 

present in the assortment.  

Logistic Services 

Proximity + + 

Opening hours - 

Assortment width + 

Informative Services 

Pre-selection + 

Assortment depth - 

Direct Information - 

Accessory Services 

Financial Services - 

Post and Pre-sale - 

Guarantee - 

Logistic Services 

Proximity +  

Opening hours - 

Assortment width - 

Informative Services 

Pre-selection + + 

Assortment depth + 

Direct Information + 

Accessory Services 

Financial Services -/+ 

Post and Pre-sale + + 

Guarantee + 
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Large non-specialized stores 

 

Large non-specialized stores, such as hypermarkets, have a broad assortment of products, 

usually low-priced. The main goal is to allow the consumer to gather all purchases at one time.  

Large specialized stores 

 

Due to the assortment depth in a large specialized store the consumer can analyze different 

alternatives together and make comparison.  

E-commerce 

Logistic Services 

Proximity - 

Opening hours + 

Assortment width + + 

Informative Services 

Pre-selection - 

Assortment depth - 

Direct Information - 

Accessory Services 

Financial Services - 

Post and Pre-sale - 

Guarantee - 

Logistic Services 

Proximity -  

Opening hours + 

Assortment width - 

Informative Services 

Pre-selection - 

Assortment depth + + 

Direct Information + 

Accessory Services 

Financial Services -/+ 

Post and Pre-sale +  

Guarantee + 
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 Finally, the fifth business format is the e-commerce solution: logistic and informative services 

are highly developed.  

In conclusion, commercial services can differentiate similar or almost identical products, 

becoming an important and fundamental differential factors in the distribution strategy. 

Therefore, multi-channel conflicts can be handle with both product and commercial services 

differentiation; depending on the overlapping situation, the firm can differentiate and avoid 

conflicts through different strategies.  

 

Logistic Services 

Proximity + +  

Opening hours + + 

Assortment width + + 

Informative Services 

Pre-selection + + 

Assortment depth + + 

Direct Information + + 

Accessory Services 

Financial Services -/+ 

Post and Pre-sale -/+  

Guarantee -/+ 



CHAPTER 5 - EVALUATE CHANNELS’ PERFORMANCES 

Measuring the performance of channel’s strategies is an essential step in the channel 

management process. It is crucial to select and interpret in an accurate way a set of indicators 

trustworthy in order to measure the channel’s performance. Commonly these indicators are 

focused on economic and financial aspects; however since we saw that different channels 

have different functions, in assessing each channel’s performance it is important to find an 

evaluation system, which is not just based on economic criterion (Neslin & Shankar, 2009). 

Lately academic contributions have suggested combining these indicators with measures 

based on:  

 The assessment of the attitude and preferences towards the channel and the 

anticipatory variables of market performance; 

 The level of satisfaction and loyalty towards the channel, which can be used for the 

assessment of the performance of the company's intangible resources.  

The difficulty is to assess which channel was responsible for the sale and for which 

percentage. In fact, a channel could be just characterized by an informative function and will 

directly contribute to the sale made in another channel. 

Channels’ performances can be read on three different levels: 

1. On the first level we can find the economic indicators, the easiest and quickest index 

that managers can read;  

2. On the second level indexes that evaluate performances related to communicational 

functions; 

3. On the third level indicators that measure the satisfaction and customer loyalty 

(Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013).  

5.1 The measurement of financial performance 

Usually, economic and financial performances are examined by indexes, which can monitor 

the overall firm’s results and channel’s ones. Managers are used to employ income statements 

of channel or of client. The income statement, through the analysis of costs and revenues, 

allows the firm to break down and evaluate the contribution that each customer or channel 
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brings to the overall firm’s results.  

Marketing scholars have recently started to pay attention to which indexes should managers 

look at in order to decide if it is convenient to work with a new channel. The addition of a new 

channel exposes the manufacturer to risk of sales’ cannibalization; this risk can be measured 

by the frequency with which a consumer gets in touch with the channel and the average value 

of each visit. Pauwels and Neslin (2008) have studied a context in which a new physical 

channel is added to already existing offline and online channel. To decide if it is efficient and 

cost-effective to use a new channel the two authors break down the revenues function in 

number of clients, frequency of contacts and each average value. This breakdown is made for 

every stages of the purchase’s process and every channel (Figure 10).  

Stages of the purchase’s process are mainly three: 

 Order of the product; 

 Return of the product; 

 Product’s change.  

Figure 10  

 

The decision to add a new channel can have a positive or negative impact on the other 

channels in every stages of the purchase’s process. We can express the revenues function as 

follow:  

Revenues 

Average 
value of 

each 
contact 

Frequency 
of contacts 

Number of 
customers 
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𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 = 𝑁𝐶 ×  {∑ 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑄𝐽𝑜𝑟𝑑 × 𝑉𝐽𝑜𝑟𝑑 − ∑ 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑄𝐽𝑟𝑒𝑡 × 𝑉𝐽𝑟𝑒𝑡 +

3

𝐽=1

3

𝐽=1

∑ 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑄𝐽𝑐ℎ𝑎 × 𝑉𝐽𝑐ℎ𝑎

3

𝐽=1

} 

(Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013) 

 
NC = number of customers; 

FREQJord = frequency with which orders are made in channel J; 

VJord = average value of the order made in channel J; 

FREQJret = frequency with which returns are made in channel J; 

VJret = average value of returns made in channel J; 

FREQJcha = frequency with which product’s changes are made in channel J; 

VJcha = average value of product’s changes made in channel J; 

The measurement of the channels’ performance can be distinguished in reason of the nature 

of the channels, which may be physical or digital.  

Physical channel 

To measure the market performance of an enterprise, the market share is one of the most 

used indexes, considering that it is able to synthesize the effectiveness of the marketing effort. 

The market share can be decomposed in the results coming from distributors and those from 

end consumers. In the first case the market share can be represented by the sell-in (products 

are sold from the manufacturer to the intermediary) and by the sell-out (products are sold 

from the intermediary to the customer). In the second case the measurement of the market 

share can take place taking into account the purchases made by customers, or the 

consumption. 

The market share can be decomposed into two indicators:  

 Degree of penetration: the brand A's sales on the total quantities of the product 

category the company A's distributors have bought. The index stands for the level of 
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efficiency of the use of distribution channels, with reference to a specific category; 

 Weighted coverage rate: ratio between sales of the stores where you deployed the 

brand A of a given product Y divided total sales of retail outlets where the product Y is 

available.  

The performance of the distribution policies can also be evaluated through the numerical 

coverage: this index takes into account the number of point of sales where the firm’s products 

are sold. The quality and efficiency of the distribution of a given brand can be evaluated by the 

ratio of the weighted coverage and the numerical coverage (WC/NC): 

 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑌

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑌
 

(Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013) 

 

 If WC/NC > 1 we can say that the brand is present in “relevant” point of sales. Indeed, 

higher is the ratio better can be assessed the quality of the distribution policy and 

therefore the potential market share; 

 If WC/NC < 1 the brand is sold in marginal point of sales; 

 If WC/NC = 1 means that the brand is marketed in medium point of sales.  

 

Combining the degree of penetration with the coverage indexes, we can express additional 

judges on distribution policies, Figure 11.  

HIGH HIGH Penetration LOW 

Weighted 

coverage 

Consolidate 
Explore 

Regenerate the customer’s 
value 

Sell out 
Merchandising 

LOW Redefine the sales policies Redefine the marketing policies 

Figure 11. Performance analysis of the channel and strategic decisions (Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013) 
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It is also fundamental to evaluate the competitive interdependence indexes: the dependence 

among brands by analyzing the number of points of sales in which a certain set of brands is 

present, measuring this interdependence through appropriate indicators. The hypothesis is 

that there is competitive interaction among brands every time they are sold and compared by 

customers in the same channel; a brand may impose constraints on other brands, on the other 

hand a brand can undergo these conditionings.  

 

Digital channel 

 

As already said digital channels can have both informational and transactional function. For 

this reason the performance evaluation must take into consideration the possible reactions of 

the demand to the different options proposed through channels. It is useful to apply the 

stimulus-response model (Figure 12) and identify the digital channel as a subject that 

transmits a signal, which results into a reaction by the individual.  In fact, every consumer 

even before activating the choice’s process has the need to assign a meaning to information 

got from the environment that surrounds him or her. This process of interpretation has as a 

prerequisite the exposure to information and claims brings to the activation of two cognitive 

processes: attention and comprehension. The first process performs the function of selection 

of the information to interpret and of waste of those considered as not significant. Instead, the 

second process concerns the attribution of subjective meanings to all the collected 

information by creating new knowledge. 

 

Figura 12. The stimulus-response model (Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013) 

STIMULUS Exposure Attention Comprehension REACTION 
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The interpretation is the result of an interaction between the information collected in the 

memory and those coming from the environment. With reference to communication in 

general, and in particular to the digital one, the reaction can be classified into four types:  

1. Non-behavioral - the stimulus coming from the channel lets the consumer to process 

the information acquired, categorize them, and consequently store them, making them 

easily utilizable at the time when a similar stimulus shows up again. 

2. Evaluation - it is the result of the acquisition and analysis of the information, and 

constitutes the output of the motivating system. All this leads to mature an attitude 

towards the product or the channel. 

3. Behavioral - it is a reaction which results in an action by the individual during one of 

the stages of consumption’s process. For example, the decision to gather information 

about a product or brand, or to continue with the purchase.  

4. Relational - the favorable evaluation of the stimulus and a positive orientation towards 

products or channels give rise to a relationship between the demand and the channel, 

which can be measured through satisfaction and loyalty. 

The evaluation of market performance and competitive digital channel must take into account 

mainly the behavioral reactions, tying the other three categories of reactions to the action of 

customer-based intangible assets. Therefore in the digital channel context performance’s 

evaluation it should take into account: 

 The degree of specialization of contents and their consistency with consumer’s 

cognitive systems 

 The level of contextualization of the message, which influence the consumer’s cognitive 

cost. 

The Figure 13 below summarizes some typical digital channel metrics limited to behavioral 

reactions: 
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Consumer behavior Metric 

Start information research  Click-through rate 

Interaction AD Interaction rate and we page eye tracking 

Membership / non-membership to 

communication and promotional 

initiatives online 

Conversion ratio, Frequency-to-conversion 

ratio, view-through rate 

Purchase Post-click conversions, Offline sales lift and 

sales per customer 

Figure 13. Digital channel performance (Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013) 

 
 

 Click-through rate: the ratio of the number of visitors who had the opportunity to see 

an ad (impression) and the number of those who clicked on it; 

 AD Interaction rate: the percentage of visitors of a website that interacts with an online 

ad. The interaction can be measured through the mouse moves on the screen or on the 

banner; 

 Web page eye tracking: it allows you to measure the liking of a web page or a 

communication analyzing the movement of the visitor's eyes. It measures the user 

experience, by recording the different actions around the page; 

 Conversion ratio: is obtained by dividing the number of membership to a campaign, to 

the number of visitors; 

 Frequency-to-conversion ratio: number of times an user has seen a message compared 

to the conversion ratio; 

 View-through rate: late visits compared to the campaign of the website that do not 

result in an active behavior; 

 Post-click conversion: number of people who bought immediately after being exposed 

to web communication; 

 Offline sales lift: incremental impact on offline sales due to an online campaign; 

 Sales per customer: revenues generated by each customer.  
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5.2 The measurement of intangible assets 

The performance evaluation of intangible assets is related to the measurement of satisfaction 

and reliance that the intermediaries are placing in the enterprise. The satisfaction with regard 

to commercial intermediaries is normally defined as the company's ability to offer products 

and services in line with the expectations of the distribution.  

While it seems explicit the link between use of a channel, fidelity and economic returns for the 

firm, it cannot be determined a similar causal chain for multichannel consumers. In fact, in a 

multi-channel context, loyalty levels both to the brand and to the point of sale are subject to 

significant moderation (Neslin, et al., 2006). This outcome is the consequence of lower cost of 

information that makes the consumer searching process broader and deeper, pushing him or 

her to accept the most convenient commercial offers at any given time, even if they are moved 

from different companies or brands. Moreover, as the number of channels increases, it is 

reasonable to expect an increase of the coverage level by all intermediaries, physical and 

virtual, with a resulting impact on the competition’s level. In this scenario it might be 

expected a reduction in the level of prices, an increase in the demand’s price elasticity and an 

increase in the price variation rate. However the framework is not so clearly delineated. An 

increase in the number of channels, enhanced by the coexistence of on and offline, could lead 

to enrichment in the quality of services provided by distributors, products and content. The 

increasing number of channels promotes an explosion of information and purchasing 

alternatives available. This situation is associated with a great amount of information that 

should drive consumers towards the choice of few channels and trusted firms, able to 

transmit reliability and expertise, and to decrease the risk’s perception.  

Nevertheless the link between proliferation of channels and customer loyalty is not entirely 

clear and divergent are the considerations and results of scholars. Wallace, Giese and Johnson 

(Wallace, Giese, & Johnson, 2004) have shown that customers who experience a purchase 

behavior on a variety of channels have a better perception of the offer. These consumers are 

characterized by a set of complex and diverse needs that can be satisfied through a synergistic 

mix of channels.  

Shankar, Smith and Rangaswamy (Shankar, Smith, & Rangaswamy, 2003) have shown how the 

use of digital channels may be associated with greater levels of loyalty. Indeed, strong brands 

are able to achieve higher performance on online channel compared to traditional one 
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(Degeratu, Rangaswamy, & Jianan, 2000). For product categories characterized by high 

differentiation the brand has the function to simplify the analytical and evaluative functions in 

the process of consumption. On the other hand, few scholars show a negative correlation 

between loyalty and multichannel environment, characterized by a quality reduction of the 

relationship with the customer. In conclusion, the subject seems to be controversial; 

consequently a firm needs to carefully evaluate the performance of intangible assets. 

Indicators and metrics useful to appreciate these performances are related to the 

measurement of satisfaction and loyalty.  

Variable  Metric 

Fame   Impression, exposure time, average 

frequency of exposure, share of voice 

Assessment skills  Brand impact, message association 

Fidelity  Number of forum’s users/Number of visitors, 

return rate 

Figure 14. Metrics to measure the performance of intangible resources (Castaldo, Grosso & Premazzi, 2013) 

 
 Impression: number of exposures of a visitor to an advertisement; 

 Exposure time: the exposure time of a subject to a message; 

 Average frequency of exposure: average number of people exposed to the message in a 

given period of time; 

 Share of voice: advertising share that a hypothetical subject should possess in its 

market constructed by comparing the investment in communication made in a certain 

time period with the total investments made by all competitors; 

 Brand impact: indicators that measure the awareness and image of the brand in both 

physical and digital environments; 

 Message association: ability of the consumer to connect a brand to a specific message, 

for example L’Oréal Paris brand and its “Because you’re worth it” catch-phrase; 

 Number of forum’s users / Number of visitors: relational performance metric designed 

to measure the proportion of potentially loyal visitors to the website. The indicator is 

formed by the number of visitors registered in the forum, on the total number of 

visitors; 
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 Return rate: percentage of unique visitors who make more than one visit session in a 

given period.  

All the metrics and indicators presented so far can be used to measure and judge a multi-

channel strategy considering economic-financial performance and its drivers (Ricotta, 2009). 

5.3 Evaluate and assess multi-channel strategies through an analytic decision making 

framework 

As already said the evaluation of a multi-channel strategy is vital and intricate, in the 

following pages are presented different methods based on an analytic decision making 

framework, which try to go far behind the economic-financial indexe.   

Even though the benefits, advantages and importance of a multi-channel distribution systems 

are well known and recognized, the firm has to bargain few challenges such as picturing 

priorities among different channels, formulating synergies, working out conflict and designing 

the best channel mix (Achrol & Etzel, 2003). These tasks are not obvious and smooth, indeed 

every channel has different weaknesses and strengths; for example if we take into account the 

website channel, it has the advantage of showing all the offers online, setting up a 

communities and raising feedbacks; on the other hand this type of channel is usually 

characterized by lower sales per account (Sharma & Mehrotra, 2007) and higher demand for 

refunds. Whereas, firm that employs key accounts can reach higher sales per account, but 

suffers higher cost. In addition, when setting down a distribution strategy for every channel, a 

company needs to consider the ways factors can interact among channels: different 

distribution choices may target the exact same customer cluster, increasing channel conflicts 

(Chen, Kou, & Shang, 2014). Given these considerations is easy to understand the reasons 

behind the difficulty to design, manage and in particular evaluate a multi-channel distribution 

strategy for local and international companies.  

To satisfy the need to assess and evaluate the practicability of a multi-channel strategy, few 

methods have been developed, in particular related to channel performance based on 

financial metrics. For example, Cravens, Ingram and LaForge developed an assessment 

method based on the selling effort of every channel with the objective to reduce channel costs 

and allocate correctly channel responsibilities and goals (Cravens, Ingram, & LaForge, 1991). 
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Alptekinoglu and Tang build up a model using as indexes customers’ intrinsic loyalty and 

switching behavior (Alptekinoglu & Tang, 2005). In conclusion, these models are significant in 

order to supply financial evidences, however they do not take into account other indexes and 

in particular relationships between channels and their members. As a matter of fact, 

conflicting relations among channels can lead to a not efficacious distribution system in the 

long term, even if in the short term it is financially positive.  

In order to include different factors and criteria in the assessment, it must be used a Multi-

Criteria Decision Making method (MCDM). Saaty formulated the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

(AHP), which is composed by three steps (Saaty, 1980): 

1. Visualize an intricate decision problem as a hierarchy; 

2. Evaluate the significance of each criterion on every level of the hierarchy; 

3. Classify the options on the obtained weights of each criterion.  

Another MCDM method presented by Hwang and Yoon (1981) and Chen and Hwang (1992) is 

the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). The central 

thesis is to opt for the choice closest to the best-case scenario, and most far away from the 

worst-case scenario (Opricovic & Tzeng, 2003).  

The just presented two methods provide the possibility to include in the evaluation different 

criteria; however, they still do not take into account interrelationship among them. Indeed, 

the assumption is that evaluation criteria are independent. Therefore, it is essential to employ 

a different method: the Analytic Network Process (ANP).  

 The ANP is a MCDM method, which facilitates the disclosure of the relationships among 

criteria and channels. It gives the possibility to deal with dependencies and interactions 

among criteria, comprehending the joint influence. A hybrid method of ANP and TOPSIS could 

easily be used to assess multi-channel distribution strategies; we can divided it into three 

stages: 

1. Identification and description of the criteria used to evaluate and assess a channel: 

these criteria could be formed by sub-dimensions; in the table below are presented the 

crucial and key factors that impact on the evaluation of the different channels (Figure 
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15). 

Key factors Dimensions 

Channel relationship  Trust, conflict, opportunism, perceived 

unfairness 

Channel function  Display, information exchange, delivery, 

inventory 

Channel performance Market share, profitability, existing customer 

loyalty, attractiveness to potential customers 

Channel cost Product return cost, coordination cost, 

acquisition cost 

Figure 15. Key Factors (Chen, Kou, & Shang, 2014) 

 

2. Defining the relationship among the identified criteria; the key factors presented above 

are characterized by interrelationships which a firm needs to consider, indeed there 

are without any doubts interactions between channel relationship and channel cost, 

for example if conflict and opportunism increase, channel members are not motivated 

and stimulated to cooperate, increasing coordination costs.  

3. Calculation of the weights of every criterion, followed by the ranking of the different 

distribution alternatives: every firm needs to understand the weight of the different 

criteria based on its goals and objectives. Once the firm has ranked the key criteria, it is 

easier to decide which multi-channel strategy to follow and according to that to 

evaluate the channel.  

The presented method decomposes a highly complicated problem into controllable 

comparisons. In multi-channel environment managers have difficulties to figure out the most 

appropriate strategy, and commonly they decide on the base of the analysis of financial and 

economic data; the presented MCDM method extrapolated the key factors and their relations 

in the evaluation of the different multi-channel strategies alternatives. This is elementary to 

figure out if the marketing expenditures are invested in the most efficient way (Chen, Kou, & 

Shang, 2014). 
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1.4 The L’Oréal Case: the make-up mass market  
 
As said in the above pages, measuring the performance of the channels’ policy chosen is an 

essential step in the channel management process of every company. It is critical to choice 

and read in an accurate way a set of indicators, but commonly these indicators are focused on 

economic and financial aspects: the market share is one of the most used indexes, considering 

that it is able to synthesize the effectiveness of the marketing effort. 

The models and indexes showed in the chapter are very significant in order to supply financial 

evidences, however they do not take into account other indexes and in particular 

relationships between channels and their members. As a matter of fact, conflicting relations 

among channels can lead to a not efficacious distribution system in the long term, even if in 

the short term it is financially positive.  

For this reason, the presented hybrid method of ANP and TOPSIS model is tested with L’Oréal 

Italia – Consumer Products Division with the help of the three channel’s managers, in order to 

find a different way to evaluate its distribution strategy. The management found the model 

logical, practical and clear.  

L’Oréal is a world leader in the beauty market present in 140 countries, its core business is 

related to make-up, cosmetics, haircare and perfume. L’Oréal brand are 32 and they are 

organized in order to better satisfy consumer and distribution channel’s needs. In particular, 

the Consumer Products Division has the aim to offer accessible cosmetics innovation in the 

mass market to a wide and large customer base. The make-up segment is the one which has 

the highest consolidated sales among the different segment, with a weight in 2015 of  the total 

consolidated sales of 32.4% (Figure 16).  

 

Figure 16. Consolidated sales by business segment (L’Oréal).  

€ millions 2013 2014 2015 2015 weight

Hair colourants 1,895.3 1,821.2 1,938.5 16.4%

Haircare and styling 2,712.9 2,723.0 2,885.0 24.4%

Make-up 3,215.5 3,204.7 3,839.7 32.4%

Skincare 2,534.7 2,489.1 2,657.0 22.4%

Other 514.8 529.6 524.0 4.4%

Total 10,873.2 10,767.5 11,844.2 100%
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The make-up segment is a crucial segment that needs extra attention due to its weight, but 

mostly for its peculiarity; indeed, the make-up category is very similar to the fast fashion 

market.  

Taking into account the distribution strategy used by L’Oréal Italia (Consumer Products 

Division), the make-up segment is sold through mainly three different channels: drugstores, 

retailers (food supermarket chains) and perfumeries. These channels are managed by three 

individual teams, which work as separated business units. The evaluation of the three 

channels is based on economic performances such as sales and market share.  

Looking at the data presented in Figure 17, in the make-up market, drugstores are the 

intermediaries which are performing better over the years, with a positive evolution between 

2012 and 2015 of +22%. While, food and perfumeries have a negative trend, respectively -

23% and -34%.  

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 17. Financial performance of traditional channel in the make-up mass market (L’Oréal).  
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Analyzing L’Oréal Italia sales performance in the three traditional channels, drugstores are 

the intermediaries where the evolution between 2014 and 2015 is positive, even if the market 

is performing better. Through these data it can also be said that even if the evolution of the 

perfumeries channel is negative, L’Oréal Italia sales are performing better than the market, 

indeed the company is gaining from 2014 to 2015 1,4 pt of market share (Figure 18).  

 

 

Figure 18. Market performance vs L’Oréal market share (L’Oréal).  

 
 
However, is it possible to evaluate a distribution strategy just through the presented 

economic data? How can the firm can well evaluate its different channels and pivot its 

distribution mix in a complex multi-channel distribution system?  

In order to evaluate these three channels through the MCDM method explained above, it is 

essential to identify and describe the criteria and key factors considered significant by the 

firm’s managers. In Figure 19 are shown the key factors and dimensions which the 

interviewed managers want to consider in the channels’ evaluation process. Therefore, some 

dimensions of the key factor “channel relationship” are excluded; moreover, as channel cost 

they consider just the marketing expenditure used.   

 

 

 

 

 

2014 2015 Evo Delta 2015 2016 Evo Delta 2015 2016 Evo Delta

F+DS+P 282.902 292.459 3,4% 9.558 87.402 90.164 3,2% 2.762 21.490 22.003 2,4% 512

FOOD 74.282 71.482 -3,8% -2.800 22.257 20.890 -6,1% -1.367 5.602 5.162 -7,9% -440

DRUGSTORES 145.178 163.687 12,7% 18.509 47.762 52.788 10,5% 5.027 11.671 13.089 12,2% 1.418

P MASS 63.441 57.290 -9,7% -6.151 17.384 16.486 -5,2% -898 4.218 3.752 -11,0% -466

F+DS+P 35,8 34,9 0,8% -0,9 pt 36,2 35,4 0,8% -0,8 pt 35,2 34,7 1,1% -0,4 pt

FOOD 47,3 46,6 -5,3% -0,7 pt 47,8 47,8 -6,2% 0,0 pt 47,8 47,1 -9,4% -0,8 pt

DRUGSTORE 28,2 27,7 10,6% -0,5 pt 28,5 28,7 11,2% 0,2 pt 26,9 28,0 16,8% 1,1 pt

P MASS 39,7 41,1 -6,6% 1,4 pt 42,5 41,1 -8,1% -1,3 pt 41,1 40,9 -11,3% -0,1 pt

PREVIOUS YEARS YTD P4 PERIOD P4 + APRIL PROF

MARKET

L'OREAL
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Key factors Dimensions 

Channel relationship  Trust 

Channel function  Display, information exchange, delivery, 

inventory 

Channel performance Market share, profitability, existing customer 

loyalty, attractiveness to potential customers 

Channel cost Marketing costs 

Figure 19. Key Factors for channel evaluation  

 
After the delimitation of the key factors and the dimensions that the firm wants to analyze, it 

has to be made explicit the linkages among factors. The key factors presented above are 

characterized by interrelationships which are synthetized in Figure 20.  

 

 

Figure 20. Evaluation network of multi-channel system 

As it can be seen, there is interaction between channel relationship and channel cost, between 

channel function and channel cost, between channel function and channel performance, 

between channel relationship and channel performance. For example, considering the 

interrelationship between channel cost and channel function, it is clear that marketing 

expenditures changes according to which function has been given to a particular channel: if a 

channel has an informative goal, the firm has to consider higher marketing expenditures.  

Once the firm has clear the key factors that needs to consider during the evaluation process, it 

has to calculate the weights of every criterion, followed by the ranking of the different 

distribution alternatives. 

Channel 
Relationship 

Channel 
Function 

Channel Cost 
Channel 

Performance 
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Starting from a simple ranking, the key factors are ranked by managers from 1 to 4 as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Ranking key factors from most important to least important 

The key factor ranked as first by the firm’s channels managers is the channel performance, 

followed by the channel function. It is quite obvious that the evaluation of the distribution 

strategy has to start from economic and financial metrics, such as attractiveness to potential 

customers and profitability; managers will use firstly metrics as market share, coverage rate 

and degree of penetration in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the marketing effort. 

However, also channel function (2), channel cost (3) and channel relationship (4) have to be 

taken in consideration in the assessment of the distribution policy.  

 
Moreover, managers were asked to rank the key factors assigning 100 points divided among 

them. From Figure 22 it can be seen that channel performance was rank with 35 points, 

channel function with 30 points, channel cost with 20 point and channel relationship with 15 

points.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Ranking key factors allocating 100 points 

 
Down in the details also the dimensions of each key factor are evaluated and ranked from 

zero to the value given to the key factor. Figure 23 shows the rank that every dimension 

received: the considered most important are market share (35), information exchange (30), 

Key factors Rank 

Channel relationship  4 

Channel function  2 

Channel performance 1 

Channel cost 3 

Key factors Rank 

Channel relationship  15 

Channel function  30 

Channel performance 35 

Channel cost 20 
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attractiveness to potential customers (30), existing customer loyalty (25), display (20), 

marketing costs (20) and profitability (20). Therefore, dimensions from every key factors are 

taken into consideration and ranked with high value. This is the first evidence that managers 

cannot evaluate a distribution policy just considering the channel performance.  

 
Dimensions Rank 

Trust 15 

Display 

Information exchange  

Delivery  

Inventory 

20 

30 

10 

15 

Market share  

Profitability  

Existing customer loyalty  

Attractiveness to potential customers 

35 

20 

25 

30 

Marketing costs 20 

 
Figure 23. Ranking key dimensions  

 
Finally, managers rated the different channels based on their characteristics related to the 

dimensions using an ordinal scale from 5 (high) to 1 (low).  For example, drugstores should 

have high profitability, existing customer loyalty and attractiveness to potential customers; on 

the contrary perfumeries are characterized by high level of information exchange, delivery 

and inventory function, while usually their marketing cost are very high. 
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Dimensions Drugstores Food Perfumeries 

Trust 4 3 5 

Display 

Information exchange  

Delivery  

Inventory 

3 

4 

4 

5 

3 

2 

3 

3 

4 

5 

5 

5 

Market share  

Profitability  

Existing customer loyalty  

Attractiveness to potential customers 

4 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

2 

2 

5 

3 

5 

4 

Marketing costs (1 high – 5 low) 3 4 1 

 
Figure 24. Ranking the different channels 

 
Multiplying the weights of the dimensions by the rating given to each channel, it can be 

calculated a final score. Since the objective is not to decide which is the best channel, but to 

find an alternative way to evaluate channels, it is not central the final score obtained by every 

channel, but the single score of every dimensions. Indeed, managers can evaluate every 

channel according to the score reached for every single dimensions; for example, perfumeries 

have to be evaluated mainly according to their market share, information exchange, existing 

customer loyalty and attractiveness to potential customers.  
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  Rating Score 

Dimensions W Drugstore Food Perfume

ries 

Drugstore Food Perfume

ries 

Trust 15 4 3 5 60 45 75 

Display 

Information exchange  

Delivery  

Inventory 

20 

30 

10 

15 

3 

4 

4 

5 

3 

2 

3 

3 

4 

5 

5 

5 

60 

120 

40 

75 

60 

60 

30 

45 

80 

150 

50 

75 

Market share  

Profitability  

Existing customer loyalty  

Attractiveness to potential 

customers 

35 

20 

25 

30 

4 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

2 

2 

5 

3 

5 

4 

140 

100 

125 

150 

105 

60 

50 

60 

175 

60 

125 

120 

Marketing costs 20 3 4 1 60 80 20 

     930 595 930 

 
Figure 25. Scores of every channels for the different dimensions 

The limitations of the presented method is related mainly to two points: it is based on 

subjective judgments and there is the necessity to have a large quantity of information, both 

quantitative and qualitative, with the consequence that it is not elementary to correlate them.  

On the other hand, it is a quick and clear method which can transform managers’ opinions and 

firm’s objectives into weights, highlighting the relationship among dimensions and underlying 

which dimensions have to be considered in the evaluation of a particular channel. The method 

improves the understandings of the multi-channel distribution system chosen by a firm, 

providing valuable guideline. Other MCDM methods can be used, such as the already 

presented AHP and TOPSIS methods, however they do not take into account interrelationship 

among key factors. Indeed, the assumption is that evaluation criteria are independent. 

Therefore, it is essential to employ the used hybrid method of ANP and TOPSIS.  



CHAPTER 6 - INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CHANNEL ENVIRONMENT 
 
Due to slower economic growth in local markets and more aggressive competition level, an 

increasingly number of firms is pointing greater interest in international markets. The 

development of a channel strategy, as we have seen, is a central facet of the marketing mix; 

consequently, a manufacturer needs to pay attention to the international distribution and 

channel strategy. In the following chapter it is going to be studied the major matters regarding 

multi-channel environment, from an international point of view.  

 

The first complexity is related to the environment in which the firm plays: an international 

environment due to different countries and cultures is definitely more intricate and 

unexplored than the domestic one. As in the development of the domestic distribution and 

multi-channel strategy, the firm has to study factors such as economic status, competition, 

socio-cultural elements, purchasing process, technological progress, and legal limitations. 

What it does really change is how the firm has to design and build channels and the different 

possibility of distribution structures among which the manufacturer can choose.  

 

6.1 Design International Channels  

The decision to enter international channels arises from the necessity of the firm to find new 

markets where it can sell its products. As in a local environment, the manufacturer has to set 

distribution goals to every international channel in order to avoid overlapping situations and 

therefore conflicts and cannibalization. According to the set objectives, every international 

channel will have specific and different tasks.  

 

The real diversity from a local multi-channel strategy regards the distribution and channel’s 

structures, which depend on the marketing involvement the firm strives for and on how it 

plans to enter foreign markets. The different options among which the firm can choose are 

shown in the Figure 26 below.  
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Figure 26. International distribution  (Terpstra, 1983) 

 
In the analysis of the different international distribution structures it is just considered the 

case in which the manufacturer produces its products in the local market; the production in 

foreign markets needs a deeper analysis that exceeds the horizon of international channel 

design and management. 

 

Indirect Export  

If a manufacturer decides to utilize an indirect export approach, it will sell its products in 

foreign markets without a specific internal division focused on that. The firm produces and 

sells its products mainly in the local markets; moreover, it sells some of its products abroad. 

There are four main different strategies: 

 

 Casual exporting – it is the case where the manufacturer casually and with little 

frequency sells its products in international markets; sell in foreign markets it is not 

the main business and objective of the firm;  

 Trading company – manufacturers can use trading companies in order to sell their 

products in foreign markets; in this case very little power is left to the manufacturer 
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since trading company are usually large companies which are able to reach numerous 

foreign countries and international markets; 

  Export Management Company – manufacturers market their products to wholesalers 

situated in the local market. The export companies are specialized in selling goods in 

foreign markets. With this strategy manufacturers can be a bit more involved in 

foreign markets, therefore, they are still relying on other companies; 

 Cooperative – manufacturers join forces in order to enter foreign markets. Merging 

capabilities and assets is easier for manufacturers that still do not want to invest in an 

exporting department to compete in international markets; 

 

Direct Export 

If a manufacturer decides to follow a direct export strategy it will internalize the export 

department and will develop and implement itself the international distribution and multi-

channel strategy. While the firm is involved in the building up of the marketing strategy 

abroad, it can still use distributors and agents in order to perform the set distribution 

objectives.  

 

 Foreign distributors – the manufacturer confers the function and its related tasks to 

distributors located in the foreign market. The difficulty resides in the possible cultural 

and communicative distance. The firm needs to practice its control in order to retail its 

products according to its goals, not the distributor one; 

 Foreign Agents – as local agents, they do not take possession of products, they simply 

represent the company and its products; their role is to find foreign clients and to 

present them the firm’s products and services; 

 Overseas Marketing Subsidiary – this is the most internally integrated structure: the 

firm decides to manage itself all the aspects related to market its products in an 

international market.  

 

Having decided the distribution structure and therefore chosen the different channel, the 

manufacturer, as in the local market, needs to understand the issues related to each channel 

that can obstacle the achievement of the distribution goals. In doing that the firm is going to 

offer assistance and support to international channels with the objective to create 
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partnerships or strategic alliances, avoiding conflicts and situations of cannibalization 

(Rosenbloom, 2004). 
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CONCLUSION 
 

In this work has been presented a customer management based framework which classify five 

tasks for managers in order to develop and implement a successful multi-channel strategy.  

Knowing the steps that a firm needs to follow, helps understanding the importance to 

evaluate a multi-channel strategy not just through economic indexes.  

 

As seen in the previous chapters the new multi-channel consumer uses multi-criteria for his 

or her purchasing decisions, but more importantly he or she approaches different channels 

expecting diverse functions and services. Based on that a firm has to manage in dissimilar 

ways its distribution chain, in order to assure access to a range of customer segments. The 

optimal channel mix differs according to diverse industries and firms, therefore, it is 

indispensable the construction of cooperation across channels: one channel strengthens the 

efficacy and efficiency of another channel.  

 

In order to produce synergy, the firm necessities to well issue distribution tasks among 

channels, with the purpose to increase collaboration. However, there isn’t a distribution 

policy, which is greater than another, everything has to be adjusted considering the 

operational conditions. In order to avoid cannibalization among channels, the firm needs to 

decide for every channel its function and which is the customer’s segment that has to be 

served.  

 

Finally, managers have to assess and evaluate the distribution policy chosen using an 

evaluation system which is not just based on economic criterion, but considers the different 

functions, relationships and costs that a channel has. It is not correct to look for which channel 

was responsible for a sale and in which percentage, as other aspects such as satisfaction, 

loyalty, trustworthiness, exchange of information can directly or indirectly contribute to the 

sale made in another channel.  
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